4. crasis of article E. The New Thayer's Greek-English Lexicon lists the following 2 basic usages for the article (pages 433-437):
1. As a demonstrative pronoun a. In the words of the poet Aratus quoted by Paul Acts 17:28. b. In prose, where it makes a partition or distributes into parts c. In narration, when either two persons or two parties are alternately placed in opposition to each other and the discourse turns from one to the other 2. As the definite or prepositive article (to be distinguished from the postpositive article) a. To substantives that have no modifier (1) That that designate a person or a thing that is the only one of its kind; the article thus distinguishes the same from all other persons or things (2) Appellative names of persons and things definite enough in themselves, or made so by the context, or sufficiently well-known from history; thus, to the names of virtues or vices (3) The article prefixed to the plural often either includes all and every one of those who by the given name are distinguished from other things having a different name (4) The article prefixed to the singular sometimes so defines only the class, that all and every one of those who bear the name are brought to mind (5) The article is prefixed to the nominative often put for the vocative in addresses (6) The Greek employed the article, where we abstain from its use, before nouns denoting things that pertain to him who is the subject of discourse (7) Proper names sometimes have the article and sometimes are anarthrous i. As respects names of Persons, the person without the article is simply named, but with the article is marked as either well known or as already mentioned ii. Proper names of countries nad regions have the article far more frequently than those of cities and towns, for the reason that most names of countries, being derived from adjectives, get the force of substantives only by the addition of the article iii. Names or rivers and streams have the article b. The article is prefixed to substantives expanded and more precisely defined by modifiers (1) To nouns accompanied by a genitive of the pronouns (2) The possessive pronouns emos, sos, hemeteros humeteros joined to substantives always take the article (3) When the adjectives are added to substantives, either the adjective is placed between the article and the substantive (4) What has been said concerning adjective holds true also of all other limitations added to substantives (5) The noun has the article before it when a demonstrative pronoun (houtos, ekeinos) belonging to it either precedes or follows c. The neuter article prefixed to adjective changes them into substantives d. The article with cardinal numerals e. The article prefixed to participles
(1) Gives them the force of substantives (2) The participle with the article must be resolved into he who (3) The article with participle is placed in apposition f. The neuter to before infinitives (1) Gives them the force of substantives (2) Much more frequent in the NT than in the earlier and more elegant Greek writings especially in the writings of Luke and Paul (nowhere in John's Gospel and Epistles), is the use of the genitive tou with an infinitive i. After words which naturally require a genitive (of a noun also) after them ii. For the simple expletive or epexegetical infinitive iii. After verbs of deciding, entreating, exhorting, commanding iv. Verbs of hindering, restraining, removing v. Tou with infinitive is added as a somewhat loose epexegesis vii. It takes the place of an entire final clause in order that viii. Used of result, so that g. The article with adverbs
(1) Gives them the force of substantives (2) Is used when they stand adjectively (3) The neuter to isused in the accusative absolute especially in specifications of time; both with adverbs of time h. The article before prepositions with their cases is very often used that hon ontes, onta, must be supplied in thought (1) The article in all genders when placed before the genitive of substantives indicates kindship, affinity or some kind of connection, association or fellowship, or in general that which in some way pertains to a person or thing (2) The masculine and the feminine article (3) To and ta tinos i. The neuter to is put (1) Before entire sentences and sums them up into one conception (2) Before single words which are explained as parts of some discourse or statement 3. We find the unusual expresssion he ouai (apparently because the interjection was to the writer a substitute for the term he plege or he thlipsis F. Bauer, Gingrich and Danker divide the word's usage and meaning under 2 basic categories as well (A GreekEnglish Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature pages 549-552): 1. the article as a demonstrative pronoun, this one, that one 2. as the definite article, the G. The following is a list of usages of the article under the latter category since this usage applies to our passage:
1. with nouns a. specific or individualizng it focuses attention on a single thing or single concept, as already known or otherwise more definitely limited: things and persons that are unique in kind; generic it singles out an individual who is typical of his class, rather than the class itself b. with personal names c. with names of countries d. before nouns that are accompanied by the genitive of a pronoun (mou, sou, hemon, humon, autou, heautou, auton). e. when accompanied by the possessive pronoun emos, sos, hemeteros, humeteros the noun always has the article and the pronoun stands mostly between the article and noun f. adjectives (or participles) when they modify nouns that have the article also come either between the article and noun g. as in the case of the possessive pronoun and adjective, so it is with other expressions that can modify a noun h. the noun has the article preceding it when a demonstrative pronoun (outos, ekeinos) belonging with it comes before it or after it i. when placed before the nominative of a noun, the article makes it a vocative j. adjectives become substantives by the addition of the article 2. the participle with the article receives:
a. the meaning of a substantive b. the meaning of a relative clause c. the infinitive with neuter article 3. for a noun a. the genitive of the infinitive with the article without a preposition is especially frequent b. the article is used with prepositional expressions c. with an adverb or adverbial expression d. the article with the genitive following denotes a relation of kinship, ownership, or dependence e. the neuter of the article stands f. before whole sentences or clauses g. before single words which are taken from what precedes and hence are quoted as it were 4. other notable uses:
a. elliptical use which leaves a part of a sentence accompanied by the article to be completed from the context b. Saulos, ho kai Paulos Ac. 13:9; c. the feminine article is found in a quite singular usage d. one article can refer to several nouns connected by kai e. when various words, sing. or pl. are brought close together by a common article f. when one and the same person has more than one attribute applied to him g. the article is repeated when two different persons are named h. in a fixed expression, when a noun in the genitive is dependent on another noun, it is customary to have the article either twice or not at all H. The Complete Biblical Library lists the following usages of the definite article (Greek Grammar pages 174- 
